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Kraftwerks News
 
Kraftwerks has attained certification from the National Sanitation
Foundation (NSF) for food equipment!
 

 

Kraftwerks has been awarded the 2022 Buffalo Niagara Business Ethics Crystal Award from the Buffalo Niagara
Business Ethics Association, whose mission is to foster, promote, and recognize ethical business practices in
Buffalo Niagara.

 

 
Vertical Storage Isn’t Limited to Standard Environments

 
Optimizing space is important for both storage and production. Installing a Hänel Rotomat® or Lean-Lift®
vertical, high density storage solution is a cost-effective way to better optimize space, increase efficiency, reduce
errors, and protect inventory in your warehouse and distribution facility.
 
Units optimize floor space by utilizing vertical space up to the full height of the building on either a single or multi-
floor installation (with multiple access points). The units not only protect your inventory from dust, contamination,
and unauthorized access, but they are also ergonomically designed to protect your employees from work-related
injuries.
 
Hänel applications also offer specialized solutions for controlled environments.

Antistatic, air-controlled ESD-protected environments – antistatic coating, electrostatic dissipative work
counters, multifunction carriers with antistatic coating, and other special ESD features protect electronic
components against damage from overvoltage and surges in manufacturing environments.
Hänel’s ClimateStore® – cold stores or heated storage systems (e.g., for drying components)
Extremely cold storage – storage containers with an electrification function enable cold boxes to be put into
storage and supplied with power while inside the lift (for constant cooling) enabling storage at temperatures
as low as –112°F/-80°C.

Kraftwerks specializes in space and storage solutions. We can help identify a high density storage solution that
will help streamline your operation and maximize output, whether the conditions are ordinary or specialized.
 

    Hänel LeanLift® Video   Hänel Cold Storage Video See how Kraftwerks can help

 

 
“Up” Your Square Footage

 
Cramped quarters are prohibitive to production. There is a way for you to get more out of the space you have in a
smart and cost-effective manner. You can effectively “up” your square footage by adding a mezzanine that will
utilize existing (yet unused) vertical space. Add a single or multi-level mezzanine for additional storage,
production, or office space. Mezzanines add instant space without moving to new, larger space or taking on
expensive renovations.
 
Cogan mezzanines are made from structural steel and are durable. Freestanding and modular, they enable
components to be moved and easily adapted for the growth and evolving needs of your organization. Since
mezzanines do not extend across the full area of your space, they utilize the same ceiling as the space below.
That means they use the same heating and cooling system.

Multi-Purpose
Parts Inventory
Equipment Platform
InPlant Office
Training Area
Online Distribution
Industrial Catwalk
Commercial Cannabis/Grow Area
Conveyor Support
Other

Kraftwerks can review your facility and create a mezzanine configuration that accommodates the capacity
requirements of your organization, optimizes your space, and creates efficient workflow, while maintaining a safe
work environment.
 

       Cogan Mezzanine Video       See how Kraftwerks can help

 

 
Avoid Cramped Inventory

 
Western Pacific Storage Solutions (WPSS) shelving solutions are cost-effective and highly versatile. They work
exceptionally well in a variety of applications and integrate with conveyor and racking systems, as well as many
other applications you may already have in place.
 
Avoid cramped inventory by having an effective shelving solution that streamlines your operation, but also
optimizes valuable floor space.

RiveTier® Boltless Shelving – low profile; elimination of diagonal bracing provides 4-way access to
products; less expensive to assemble than bolted
Pacific Compression Clip Shelving – interchangeable components for all open/closed shelving units
Deluxe Box Shelving – one piece shelf system; compression clips make it quick and easy to rearrange shelf
locations in 1” increments
Accu-Wall Pick-to-Light – integrates with any put-to-light or pick-to-light system with light directed
technology

Kraftwerks has decades of experience creating space and storage solutions, but that also includes integrating a
variety of products in the same application. Ask us how we can utilize your space in a different way, one that will
help employees to work smarter not harder.
 

      WPSS Shelving Video         WPSS Warehouse Video   See how Kraftwerks can help

 

Watch Kraftwerks Storage & Space Solutions Video

 

 
The holidays are an opportune time to express gratitude.
Kraftwerks appreciates your business and we look forward to
serving the needs of your organization in the coming years. From
our family to yours, we wish you a healthy, warm, and joyous
holiday season!
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